Debaters to Organize at Hamar Union

Disputes Program at Meeting to be Held Tuesday, October 7th

There will be a meeting at all students interested in debate in Hamar union at seven o'clock on Tuesday, the 7th of October. The program for the coming year will be discussed, and some plans for the school paper will be made.

Last year Lawrence representative took part in many debates and discussions with other colleges in the Midwest conference. In November four students went to Madison, live on WHER where they gave an address. Our team participated in the debate and discussion at the University of Wisconsin, and next year it is planned to go to Hamar at Madison. Three debates will be held in the school and one in the library.

WHY

In addition debaters made about several speaking engagements on campus. They have spoken at the English club, the German club, and the Debaters' Club. They have also given an address at the Phi Delta Theta fraternity at Lawrence.

The Hamar union is interested in drawing more students to debate. They are planning to have a debate team next year.

OPEN AUSTRALIAN CONTEST FOR HOMECOMING

Winner of Slogan Contest to Receive Rio Theater Tickets

"Wanna see a movie?" pitched the Delta Sigma Theta's Slogan Contest.

"Wanna be known as intelligent, especially if you're, as the brain behind the "hutz," you do." Well, all you gotta do is enter the Hamminghome slogan contest. If your entry is selected, you'll receive two tickets to the Rio Theatre. You'll be happy you entered!

Slogan Contest

Slogan

Open Audience Group on Friday Night

The first regular meeting of the Upperclassmen's Union will be held at seven o'clock on Friday, October 7th. The meeting will be held in the Great Hall.

Bureau to Give Out More Jobs

Richard Gaeth Asks For More Applications

"We would like many more applications from students who are interested in part-time work," Richard Gaeth, in charge of the Lawrence student employment bureau, stated yesterday. Dick said that the bureau is not operating as efficiently as it should be, but that he needs more students who are interested in tutoring and that he would like to have applications with greater variations of work hours.

Since the employment bureau was organized a couple weeks ago about twenty-five boys and girls have applied for work. About thirty jobs are available and the bureau hopes to have more applications available as soon as possible.

Those Blind Dates! They're Saturday Night's Grab-Bags

"He isn't terribly good-looking, but he's got a very good record," said the Dean. "Yes, you passed him. Somebody's got a blind date. The beginning of the semester and blind dates are getting to be very popular. In this case there should be some gentle readers who have programmed their dates in blind dates. We have a list of these dates, but we won't talk about that today. However, as he is good, but indifferent, you, young lady, see him. As to what you are going to do about it, well, I'm afraid we can't do anything about it.

Well, my advice would be to dress as if you were going to meet a lady who was an admiral of the navy. If you are not an admiral, you can go to the wakeup and the dress for the occasion. If you are an admiral, you can go to the wakeup and the dress is a matter of indifference.

Another one of the most popular dates is the good lady who wears a uniform. These dates are very popular, and you can be introduced during the ball."

New Student Board of Directors will be chosen at the beginning of the program.

Those who will work on the Lawrence Student Association will be elected this week. The program is in the hands of the Lawrence Student Association.

The election will be held on Tuesday, October 11.

The Student Board of Directors will be chosen at the beginning of the program.

The election will be held on Tuesday, October 11.

Elect Audrey Lemoner as New Desk Editor

Helen Koenen Gets Position as New Lawrencean Tyiptist

At a meeting of the Lawrence student association on Wednesday afternoon, Audrey Lemoner was elected to the position of tyiptist for the coming year. She has been a member of the tyiptist staff for the past two years.

New Student Board of Directors will be chosen at the beginning of the program.

The election will be held on Tuesday, October 11.

New Student Board of Directors will be chosen at the beginning of the program.

The election will be held on Tuesday, October 11.
New Members of Lawrence College Faculty—President Thomas N. Barrows (left) with new members of the faculty at Lawrence college.

They are (left to right) Inez Milboer, instructor in mathematics; David Owen, instructor in physics; Henry F. May, Jr., instructor in American History; William F. Reid, assistant professor of geology; Herbert Spiegelberg, instructor in philosophy; Ewue W. Clark, instructor in French; Andrew C. Berry, associate professor of mathematics.

Ol' My! What These Girls Go Through For Boy Friends

Good golly! I wonder if you realize what we girls go through just for you!

Didja ever see a male laboriously smooth down his hair, and yank out his competitor unmercifully? NO!

Didja ever see a male, on the appearance of some girls—any girls will do—straighten his tie, smooth down his hair, and yank over his competitor? NO!

Didja ever see a male who makes Jack Thomas, president, Jack Thomas, vice-president; and Al Florin, treasurer, look as if he was a dull boy but it makes Executive committee function? NO!

Science Club Meets Tuesday

All Students Are Invited

There will be a meeting of the Science Club in the basement of Science Hall, October 7, at 7:00 p.m., in the chemistry laboratory. All students regularly enrolled in any science course or anyone having a special interest in any phase of science, can automatically become a member.

Meetings are conducted exclusively with students, with the purpose of offering an opportunity to individuals to present any science hobby, or any ideas they might have. There are no dues in the club. It is supported by the sale of candy in the chemistry shop. Following the meeting the club holds a picnic featuring the traditional bucket battle between the chemistry and biology class.

The officers of the club for this year are, Jack Thomas, president;
Honor Sorority Pledges

At Sports Dance Saturday

BY NANCY HOLMAN

Honor, as you recall, on your gray bonnet with the green ribbons on it, little pledges and we'll throw Joe College on the hay rack... If he doesn't want to swing it to the music of Do's bigger and his sandals in the little gin come tomorrow.

For rumor has it that the Alpha Chi Delta, Do's, and Pi Phi put their hands together tonight in order to introduce their promises—well, I can't remember his name either.

As for the bar tender, the Phi Theta had one Saturday night and the kids had one Thursday, on account of the many parties in the nearby room where they will find cider, oaks or some similar beverage to approximate the drama of whiteface. The Ad Pi theta, scheduled for this coming week, will be an affair of a different cast.

The Phi Theta, however, is only the first of many similar organizations. Besides the dinner and the sport dance, the Alpha Chi will have its little sisters at the Congress-room, and we're told Mrs. Brown will say her "sisters" are a r e to be "danced" together and proposed a sport dance in order to introduce their pledges.

LWA Presents Open House

Lawrence Women Welcome Men at Tea

Lawrence Women's Association representing the far north, on the Lawrence campus, is planning to open this year's social season. At the weekly tea the students are traditionally served for fine food and pleasantries. It is one of the premier events of the season, and is often reported.

Lifelong friends, they are known to us. You may never have heard of Lawrence Women, but they are the women Lawrence is proud of. They have a strong tradition of excellence, and their commitment to service is second to none.

Newcomers Club Meeting

The initial meeting of the Newcomers Club was held last week in the large meeting room at the University of Wisconsin. The meeting was well attended.

Professors Spend Summer Reading Books

While most students were spending their summer reading books to improve their minds, our noted scholars, Miss Wriggs and Mr. Brown, were spending their summer reading books about even more interesting things; volume after volume of old books, reading old books, and relaxing. Miss Wriggs sailed for Spain and helped redecorate Main Hall by prowling over many old streets and old ways. Just to keep up with present times she spent the summer in October and the surrounding towns and read "Britain's" plans. She had been at Oxford and the surrounding towns.

Two friends, Dorothy and Marjorie, found a cottage and Barbara and Mary while he spent his time relaxing at his summer home at Egg Harbor on the peninsula near Green Bay.

Let us hear the sound of the waves up here;
Nor the morning of the mountains of the world.
For all the beauty in the world.
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Students Stand and Wait but Never Want to Go in Chapel

And So It Goes

The ironic situation of the month is described, with Brother Hodge, Head of Music at Lawrence, failing to show up at the pep convocation held in honor of the band. The ironical situation is that the doors are open—for some reason, why don’t they go in?

Brother Hodge talked on the pros and cons of going to convocation, saying:

"Have you noticed how much I love the school band? This year, I have been so impressed by the caliber of the band that I have decided to give them more attention. They have been working hard under the direction of Brother Hodge, and I think they are doing a great job."

Brother Hodge also talked about the need for more students to participate in extracurricular activities. He said:

"The band has been very successful this year, and I think we should encourage more students to get involved. The band not only provides entertainment, but it also helps build a sense of community among the students."
Midwest Grid Race Is Off to Typical Start

**MIDWEST CONFERENCE**

**Lawrence** 6, **Grinnell** 2

**Vikings Battle Knox Gridders In Second Game**

**Lawrence Men Face Strong Opposition in Weekend Encounter**

The Lawrence college football team, off to a good start with win over Grinnell, makes its second bid in the Midwest conference race Saturday afternoon, meeting the Knox Siwashers at Galesburg, Illinois. This trip will mark the second appearance of a Lawrence football team in Galesburg, and the Vikings are determined to avenge the 16 to 3 beating administered by the Knox aggregata here last year, Saturday's game is another important for the Lawrence gridders, who will be fighting to remain undefeated, coach Harold Turner's team, fresh from a 7 to 0 victory over Augustana, are reported to have a typical aerial game ready to unmask Knox was last year's bye virtue of good weather. By plugging on breaks which included two blocked passes and fumbled lateral, The Vikings' three points came on a scrap yard down by fullback Bob Smith, who incidentally, will be fighting again on Saturday's game on Lawrence side of the Grinnell battle, and it is hoped the casualties are not too serious. George Stuart, making a knee injury, is needed at end and back. Fullback Bob Owen was bothered on a long carry down the field of the work but Hubbel expects him to be in shape by Saturday. Berne, however, was a doubt, and Bill Nolan making the trip for a severe ankle sprain he has, sufficiently, The quarterback back may have a chance. Good Defense

The Vikings in disposing a very rugged defense against Grinnell, fell below by handling and liability, a majority of the 50 minutes' play may have been made by end reverse.

**Midwest Grid Race Is Off to Typical Start**

**Ripon** 10, **Knox** 0
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**Ripon** 10, **Knox** 0
 Gus Krueger内陆

**Heseltine Says--**

I was well pleased with the game. Grinnell was played good fundamental ball. Bill Foldes of Alpha Delta is my pick for the team of the week. The Grinnell team was predominately clean cut and everyone was in shape. Grinnell had a hand changing defense and a fast tricky offense and they were sure to win a lot of games, because of the warm weather. Our boys didn't play a championship ball as they would have scored after the blocked kick, but they really held defensively when the chips were down. Dick Miller playing the first game of varsity football in his life played a marvellous game. He made a couple of mistakes, but experience will correct them. I was surprised that he was as successful as he was. The play of the guards was a wonder. The front line was opened up.
Cross Country Squad to Meet Carroll Team

Ripon, Beloit Also
On Blue and White
Fall Cinder Schedule

Despite the handicaps and con-
tentions with which the thermometer and barometer have been shock-
ing our winds, Lawrence has been
faithfully running its daily course.

Carroll Meet

Carroll has scheduled a ten mile run, a
six mile run and a five mile run. The state
schools have posted the schedule of this year's meets. It
starts matters hustling the annual all conference run which will take place
on October 17th. The defending chain, Ralph Colvin, will battle it out with the fast improving crop of runners.

Ralph Colvin is a favorite half mile. He never has had much
luck at anything longer than his favorite half mile.

Ralph Colvin, who graduated last spring, will again take part in the races. Bob and Lee Cooper are
playing. A sophomore middle distance runner who
will require quite some bit of at-
tention. Still never has been able to
come out and quite some time due to a pulled side muscle.

Improvement has been slow, yet steady. Don Maxwell has been cut-
ting his time down every time he runs. Bob and Lee Cooper are
working successfully on their final
preparation for this meet. Ralph Colvin is
trying his best to get used to the new routine. He never had had much
experience of being able to run on its own.

October 18th. The defending chain, Ralph Colvin, will battle it out
with the fast improving crop of runners. Ralph Colvin is a favorite half mile. He never has had much luck at anything longer than his favorite half mile.

Ralph Colvin, who graduated last spring, will again take part in the races. Bob and Lee Cooper are playing. A sophomore middle distance runner who will require quite some bit of attention. Still never has been able to come out and quite some time due to a pulled side muscle.

Improvement has been slow, yet steady. Don Maxwell has been cutting his time down every time he runs. Bob and Lee Cooper are working successfully on their final preparation for this meet. Ralph Colvin is trying his best to get used to the new routine. He never had had much experience of being able to run on its own.

Charles Smith had been having a
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Remodeling of Old Main Hall
Brings Out Amazing Facts

Main hall was really built last for a while, it was discovered this summer during the remodeling work. Hand-hewn oak and pine timbers 33 feet long and 12 inches thick were found to be in excellent condition after 88 years of service.

An amazing fact about the construction of the old building is that not a single nail was used. Instead, wooden pegs were carved and put in place. It has been estimated that the entire cost would amount to $600 a thousand today if it were possible to get them at all.

Mr. John F. Johnston, grand son of W. Henry Johnston, publicity director, was one of the men who brought this fine timber from Dutch Creek by sleigh.

Old Newspapers

Besides the interesting construction Smith, some old newspapers were uncovered dating back to the Law Daily, dated January 3, 1869. It contained in headlines "A Few Victory Reports Three Hundred Prussians Drowned." "Parlor on" newspapers were lightly advertised in the Barrie paper and a visit to Brigham Young was discussed in the Home Eclectic, September 1890.

The Minneapolis Sentinel, October 1, 1890, says "Grant has been interviewed by prominent publishers from Virginia and Texas. The Virginian says he wouldn't agree to support either side."

The Texas man says he proposed to support the radicals. "We apprehend that Grant purposes to let things take their course."

Dr. Thomas S. Kepler, professor of Bible and religion has announced publication of his book, "Contemporary Religious Thought: An Anthology."

The book has been published by the Abingdon-Cokesbury press of New York. It is divided into six sections, entitled Nature of Religion, Findings of Religious Truth, Ideals of God, Problem of Evil, Meaning of Worship and Immortality.

In the preface, Dr. Kepler comments, "Some of the literature which has emerged from the eight-century thinking in these last 20 years has been so significant because it has not marred the pinnacle place. This anthology is an endeavor to collect these definitive writings into one volume. The selections are those primarily from the books and articles which have seemed to point the way and give direction to religious thought during these years. Other selections not quite as influential or as often quoted have been included, however, because they present points of view in a colorful or personal manner. The anthology presents a group of religious philosophers—a few theisms and many worth thinking people who reflect with the purpose of presenting in his writings which were used helpful in spurring the mind to look at things constructively. Nevertheless, there has been a constant endeavor to avoid either academic or personal bias, and it is hoped that this collection, will represent fairly and adequately the major trends in religious thinking of these last stirring years."

Among the writers whose works are included in the anthology are Henry Emerson Fosdick, Reinhold Niebuhr, John Dewey, Will Durant, Walter Lippmann, Henry Nelson Wieman, William James, Arthur H. Compton and Eugene W. Lyons.

Join Pep Band

Sage-ites Elect Marjorie Newton As New President

The "Sage-ites" gathered in their parlors last Septem ber 22nd for their annual election. Twenty-one new members were selected to fill the vacancies on the council.
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